Chain-agnostic, Decentralized, Community-Owned

World’s First Auto-Burn Powered LaunchPad on BSC

Why Does InfinityPad Exist?
There are several launchpads in market so why
bring another one – that’s where we started.
WHY?
We have seen great innovations in IDO launchpad space since late 2020 but there is still a lot of
room for further innovation and improvement to bring an effective and efficient IDO launchpad in
crypto space. So, we conducted market research , looked at launchpad market evolution with
historical data and found three major problems in the existing launchpads.

Problem 1
Lottery-Based System
• In this system, participants submit entries for a lottery which is divided into two pools – public
(where anyone can participate) and private (where people holding X number of tokens for a
defined period can participate). It has two major flaws.
• First issue in the public pool - this is heavily managed by bots which makes it hard for a
project’s true community to participate and be part of the project. In some cases, we observed
over 1 million whitelisting applications for a project while the project has only a community of
20k members. How is it possible? answer – Bots!
• Second issue is in the private pool – it doesn’t boost project’s trust within its community due
to fast turnover of token holders. People usually buy tokens to participate in an IDO launch
and sell their tokens right after the launch. This creates artificial pump-and-dump resulting in
price volatility and that’s neither good for the project nor for the community.

Problem 2
Token-Holding Based System

This is an improved version of the first generation of launchpads and gives its participants
allocation based on their native token holdings i.e., the more tokens you hold the better chances
you have to secure an allocation. The PROBLEM here is that even after spending thousands of
dollars to acquire large number of tokens, your chance of securing an allocation is purely random
as someone holding a few hundred tokens can get an allocation while you get nothing despite
holding thousands of tokens. The only advantage one has is a higher allocation if you get the
allocation. So, it really doesn’t incentivize people to buy and hold tokens for long term. Not a very
efficient and rewarding system!

Problem 3
No Mechanism To Take Off Selling Pressure
From Market
Irrespective of the system a launchpad adopts, it fails to create demand of its tokens in the market.
In other words, there is no mechanism to take off selling pressure from the market and that’s why
we observed price dumps again and again once an IDO is over on a platform.

WHY: Summary
“Major flaw is that most launchpads are
based on single blockchain, have inefficient
allocation process, and give zero advantage
to its long-term holders over newcomers
irrespective of their token holdings.”

Solution
InfinityPad($INFP)

Decentralized, Chain-agnostic,
Deflationary
“InfinityPad is a next level launchpad to help
raise capital across multiple blockchains on a
single platform in a fully transparent and
decentralized way by connecting projects and
communities.”

Feature 1
Chain-Agnostic Platform: InfinityPad is the first chainagnostic platform which eliminates single-blockchain
dependency and provides One-Stop-Solution to both , Projects
launching IDOs and INFP token holders.

Feature 2
Guaranteed Time-Weighted Allocation: InfinityPad is
taking lead and is the FIRST launchpad to introduce the
guaranteed allocation which is time-weighted. So, the longer
you’re in InfinityPad pool and the more INFPs you holder, the
higher allocation you get. So, NO MORE GAS WARS OR
FIGHTING WITH BOTS.

Feature 3
Tri-Pool Mechanism: Stable,
Structured, and Fair: INFP Holders,
Community, and Airdrop pool

The Utopia
Three Key Features of $INFP

The Ultimate Feature: Deflationary Mechanism
q Auto-burn: InfinityPad will be the first project to introduce auto-burn mechanism in
this sector. Using auto-burn mechanism, the total supply of INFP will be always
decreasing. There will be 1% tax on every buy, sell and transfer and the transaction
amount will be sent to a burn address automatically.
q Buy-Back and Burn (BBB): There will be a manual buy-back and burn after every IDO
launch on InfinityPad. The team will buyback $INFPs worth 2% of the total amount
raised by a project on InfinityPad. The 2% will be out of InfinityPad’s revenue
generated through fees for hosting IDOs on its platform.

“1% per transaction and 2% per IDO”

There is MORE: Over the counter (OTC) Pools and Permission-less Listings
q OTC pools and whitelisting: InfinityPad will introduce a feature where one can create OTC
pool and have interested parties participate in the pool through their own whitelisting
process. This would be a stand-alone pool by investors, for investors and run by investors.
InfinityPad will host and introduce security mechanism such as password protection.
q Permission-less : InfinityPad will introduce the true decentralization of IDOs and this will
boost our revenue as well. A project would be able to raise funds using InfinityPad platform
without our team’s intervention. This would enable us to attract more projects and more fees
generation. We are aware that this would also bring malicious pools and to counter that, we
are going to use a systemic-filter to ensure protection of any investor participating in any IDO
on InfinityPad platform. Also, InfinityPad will partner with projects which would bring rich
data from blockchains to give investors an edge to make informed decisions. Some of the
data points investors would be able to see are but not limited to, a contract’s age, creator’s
wallet history, any red flags, contract verification etc.

INFP holders’ pool will ensure that we are
delivering value to our token holders

The community pool will build a strong
community and motivate people to move to
INFP holders' pool resulting in growing INFP
demand
The airdrop pool will reward participants for
their contribution in raising project awareness.

Ultimate Cycle of Value
Creation
Our goal is to create incredible value for our
token holders and our community while
rewarding everyone who contributes on our
platform.

$INFP: Tokenomics
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Token Name: InfinityPad
Token Symbol: $INFP
Total Supply: 100M
Private Sale Price: $0.01
Public Sale Price: $0.015
Pancakeswap Listing Price: $0.015
Initial Launch Supply: 31.2M INFPs
Initial market cap at launch: $468k

Liquidity & Staking
30%

Team and Advisors
10%

Airdrop
5%
Partnerships
10%
Private Sale
5%

Public Sale
25%

$INFP: Token Release
§ Public Sale: 100% unlocked at TGE
§ Airdrop: 30 day locking period, 100% released on day 31st
§ Private Sale: 12% at TGE, then 8% linear over 11 months
§ Partnerships: 5% over four months then 4% over 20 months
§ Team & Advisors: 1 year lock, then 8.3% over 12 months
§ Marketing & Ops: 10% at TGE, then 5% over three months, then 3.75% over
20 months
§ Liquidity & Staking: 12% at TGE, then 7% over 5 months, then 2.39% over 18
months
§ NFT Launchpad Reserve: 10% at TGE, then 5% over 5 months, then 3.6%
over 18 months

Develop pipeline of vetted projects focused on
building NFT-based games

Provide strategic funding to projects and launch
discounted IDOs for $INFP community as early
supports
Develop strategic partnerships with influencers
and investors to secure private investment
opportunities in such projects for $INFP
community

NFT Play-To-Earn Gaming
Projects Launch Reserve
10% $INFP reserved to source and launch
projects focused on NFT based gaming
projects which can deliver enormous value
to $INFP community

$INFP: Competition
Since late 2020, launchpad projects have come to light as transformative alternatives to traditional fundraising
by projects. This is because these launchpads enable projects to onboard large number of community
members and build a solid community at the same time raising funds fairly.
In the last 12 months or so, the market has seen launchpads such as TrustSwap, Poolz, Duckstarter and
Polkastarter on Ethereum network, while BSCPad is the only launchpad the Binance Smart Chain network.
Although some of these projects offering IDOs on crosschain which means only on Binance Smart Chain and
that’s is not a truly cross-chain IDO platform. Despite that, all these projects have gain great popularity and are
sitting on large marketcap due to the demand and quality of projects launched on their respective platforms.
InfinityPad aims to bring the best quality and professionally vetted projects to the community. Through our solid
internal mechanism and due diligence process, our goal is to have the go-to-platform for top future blockchain
projects and surpass other launchpads in both popularity and value delivery to $INFP community.

ATH Marketcap: $360m

ATH Marketcap: $120m

BSCPAD
ATH Marketcap: $470m

TrustSwao
ATH Marketcap: $320m

Roadmap

What we have done, what we are doing and
what we are going to do?

Q4 2020
Idea/Project Origin Market Trend Research

Q1 & Q2 2021
Refine Market Research, Develop Marketing Outreach Strategy, Recruit
Product Management and Marketing Team, Smart Contracts
development, Website Development and Launch
Q3 2021
Private Sale and Public IDO Launch, Launch InfinityPad on BSC,
Partnerships & Marketing, INFP Staking and Reward System, Phase1 Audits
Q4 2021
Develop Interoperability for InfinityPad on SOL & ETH Blockchains, Crosschain Token IDO Release, NFT Gaming IDO Launchpad, Two Cex Listings,
INFP Ambassadors Recruitment
2022
Launch Matic Bridge, Grow NFT Launchpad Ecosystem, On-board Crosschain Staking Products, Launch Governance Platform, Grow
Partnerships, Launch Private Sale IDOs, Integrate More Protocols

@InfinityPad_io

Info@InfinityPad.io

www.infinitypad.io

The next level launchpad: Decentralized, Chain-agnostic,
Deflationary

